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Now the problem is how to construct the hash
function and the hash table size!!!

Let's do the hash function first.   The idea is to
take some object identity and convert it to some
random number.   Consider...

long hashvalue (void *object) {
   long n = (long)valfun->value(object);
   return (long)(n*357 % size);
}

class valueA : public valueFunc { 
public:  
   long value (void *object) {
      return ((A*)object)->number;
   }
};
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Hashtables
What about the table size???  If the table size is
N and the number of objects stored is M then
the average length of a linked list is M/N so if
M is about 2N the average length is 2 meaning
the locate time is O(1)!!!!  Just like for arrays!!!


